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AN ACT to amend the correction law, in relation to restricting the use of segregated confinement and creating alternative therapeutic and rehabilitative confinement options

The Humane Alternatives to Long Term (“HALT”) Solitary Confinement Act

THIS BILL IS APPROVED

The Criminal Courts Committee, Corrections and Community Reentry Committee, Criminal Justice Operations Committee, and the Task Force on Mass Incarceration of the New York City Bar Association (“City Bar”) support curtailing the use of solitary confinement (or “solitary”) in state jails and prisons. To this end, we encourage state lawmakers to pass the Humane Alternatives to Long Term (“HALT”) Solitary Confinement Act.\(^1\) Passing this bill would benefit vulnerable persons disproportionally subjected to solitary confinement, increase public safety, and continue New York’s role as a leader in criminal justice reforms.

SOLITARY CONFINEMENT IN NEW YORK: AN INHUMANE AND UNJUST PRACTICE

Almost 2,600 people are in solitary confinement in New York jails and prisons on any given day.\(^2\) While the practice goes by many names – “isolated confinement,” “the box,” or “the SHU” for special housing unit – solitary is a form of punishment in jails and prisons whereby a person is completely isolated in a small space.\(^3\) In New York, it is common for people in solitary
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to spend between 22 and 24 hours a day locked in a cell the size of an elevator without access to meaningful programming or therapy.\textsuperscript{4} They are often also prevented from speaking to anyone by telephone - including a defense lawyer working on their defense and loved ones trying to check on their wellbeing.

The lack of natural human interaction and negligible sensory stimulation can have detrimental effects on a person’s psyche.\textsuperscript{5} The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) warns that isolation may increase a person’s risk of premature death from all causes at a rate that rivals increased mortality associated with smoking, obesity, and physical inactivity.\textsuperscript{6} Additionally, even a short time in isolation has been shown to cause serious, permanent mental health problems such as depression, anxiety, rage, panic attacks, hallucinations, self-mutilation and suicide.\textsuperscript{7} The United Nations denounced solitary confinement for periods longer than 15 days, finding that this constitutes torture.\textsuperscript{8}

Still, there are few limitations on New York correctional authorities’ use of the punishment, and some people are forced to endure solitary confinement for months and years at a time.\textsuperscript{9} The New York State Department of Corrections and Community Supervision (DOCCS) has broad discretion to use solitary as punishment for violations of corrections rules, even for minor violations.\textsuperscript{10} This discretion disproportionately harms Black and Hispanic people, as they are sent to the SHU with greater frequency than others. Prison census data shows that in 2017, when Black and Hispanic people made up about 75% of the New York prison population, they accounted for 85% of the individuals in long-term solitary confinement in prison facilities.\textsuperscript{11}

\textbf{YOUTH IN SOLITARY CONFINEMENT}

It is unclear how many youths are in solitary confinement in New York, because neither the state nor the federal government publishes regular data with that information.\textsuperscript{12} However, the federal Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention conducted a survey of 7,073 youths in custody in 2003, of which a quarter of detainees reported having been placed in solitary
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confinement at some time during their incarceration, and in 2014 the same office reported that nearly half of juvenile detention facilities reported locking youth in some type of isolation for more than four hours at a time.\textsuperscript{13} In 2012, prior to City and State reforms, the New York City Department of Correction (DOC) reported that more than 14% of adolescents were sent to solitary at least once while detained, with the average length of stay – for those at Riker’s Island – being about 43 days.\textsuperscript{14}

In January 2015, the New York City Council voted unanimously to end solitary for persons aged 21 and younger at all City jails and replace it with an “Enhanced Supervision Housing Unit” at Rikers Island.\textsuperscript{15} Although these policies did not go into effect until January 2016, the immediate effect in New York City was that youth aged 18 and older could only be sentenced to 30 days of solitary. Disturbingly, people aged 18-21 outside of New York City – many of whom have not been convicted of a crime – can still be held in solitary for potentially indefinite periods of time. A legislative solution is necessary to protect youth – and others – in all corners of the state from the unnecessary harm of solitary confinement.

**THE HALT SOLITARY CONFINEMENT ACT**

The HALT Solitary Confinement Act would end the most dangerous aspects of solitary confinement currently used throughout New York. It proposes limiting a person’s time in solitary to no more than 15 consecutive days at a time, and no more than 20 days for every 60-day period.\textsuperscript{16} It would also mandate that DOCCS provide more out-of-cell time, therapy, and support programs.\textsuperscript{17} Evidence suggests that improved programming for people in solitary could benefit both them and the public, since it can address the trauma caused by isolation and reduce the high recidivism rates of people who endured solitary before release from custody.\textsuperscript{18} Finally, the Act would ban solitary for pregnant women, new mothers, the mentally disabled, persons 21 years or younger, and those ages 55 and older.\textsuperscript{19} The Act currently has majority support in both houses of


\textsuperscript{17} Id.

\textsuperscript{18} Anjali Tsui, *Does Solitary Confinement Make Inmates More Likely to Reoffend?*, Frontline, Apr. 18, 2017, \url{https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/does-solitary-confinement-make-inmates-more-likely-to-reoffend/} (discussing how persons held in solitary have much higher rates of recidivism than persons not held in solitary).

\textsuperscript{19} HALT Solitary, \textit{supra} note 16.
the legislature and should be acted on immediately to save countless people in custody from further harm.\textsuperscript{20}

CONCLUSION

We applaud the Legislature and Governor Cuomo for continuing to demonstrate leadership by taking steps to both protect and provide humane treatment for the vulnerable, marginalized people currently housed in New York’s jails and prisons. New York reformed bail, speedy trial, and discovery, helping to make our legal system more equitable for all, regardless of race, ethnicity or socioeconomic status. New York’s elected officials should not disregard the plight of those detained in solitary confinement. We are left with a unique opportunity to combat the inhumane use of solitary confinement and promote a better outcome for all New Yorkers.

We urge the Legislature to act now and pass the HALT Solitary Confinement Act.
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